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Purpose of work: Enteric Adenovirus (EAdV) is recognized as one of the most commonly identified 
agents responsible for severe acute gastroenteritis (AGEs) in the stools of infants. 
We sought to determine the rate of human adenovirus (HAdV) infections, and the genotypic 
characterization of circulating strains of HAdV in children under 5 years of age with AGEs in 
university and regional hospitals, located in the Center-East of Tunisia, from January 2014 to 
December 2016. 
Methods: A classic PCR was performed on 582 stool samples taken within 5 days of the onset of 
symptoms. Chosen positive samples were sequenced, and some of the results were confirmed by 
the Next Generation Sequencing technique (NGS). Partial nucleotide sequences of the Hexon gene 
obtained in this study were compared with the NCBI GenBank database using BLAST. Multiple 
sequence alignment and phylogenetic analysis were conducted using MEGA6 software. The 
phylogenetic tree was generated using the maximum-likelihood method and bootstrap analysis 
was performed with 1000 replications. 
Results: Out of 582 samples, 52 (8.93 %) cases were positive for HAdV, with a male predominance 
(57.4 %). Phylogenetic analyses showed that Tunisian HAdV strains clustered into five HAdV 
lineages corresponding to serotypes F41 (14/28), C2 (9/28), C5 (3/28), E4 (1/28), and A18 (1/ 
28). HAdV was more frequent in children aged up to 12 months, as compared to the other age 
groups. The HAdV activity was noted in almost all the months of the year with a peak in autumn, 
in 2014 and 2015, and in winter in 2016. 
Conclusion: This study showed that infections with HAdV species were frequent in children 
suffering from AGE with the predominance of HAdV F41 and C2. This result underlines the 
importance of regular monitoring of circulating genotypes, and it could be useful for future 
epidemiological research.   

1. Introduction 

AGE is a global public health concern among children and adults. Globally, GEs cause around 1.76 million fatalities among children 
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under the age of five [1]. AGE describes a group of basic symptoms that included varying degrees of nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and 
abdominal pain. Moreover, an estimated 530,000 children under the age of five dies from diarrhea each year throughout the world [2]. 

Many microbial pathogens are the main causes of infectious GEs. Over 20 different types of viruses are involved, and according to 
the literature, the most clinically relevant ones are group A rotaviruses, caliciviruses (including Norovirus), enteric adenoviruses 
(EAdV), and astroviruses [3,4]. EAdV are a frequent cause of diarrhea and diarrhea-associated mortality [2] in young children, inferior 
only to Shigella and RV [5]. They are an important group of enteric viruses transmitted mainly by the fecal-oral route, replicate in the 
guts of both ill and healthy individuals, and substantial viral loads are excreted in the feces [6,7]. 

This pathogen is a member of the Adenoviridae family and belongs to the genus Mastadenovirus. It is a ubiquitous nonenveloped 
virus with a medium-sized double-stranded DNA ranging from 34 kb to more than 37 kb, encoding around 40 genes [8]. To date, more 
than 100 HAdV types have been isolated, characterized, and classified into seven species (A to G) [9]. The enteric serotypes 40 and 41, 
which belong to the subgenus F, are the most often linked with GE caused by HAdV. More rarely, serotypes 31, 12, and 18 of subgenus 
A and serotypes 1, 2, 5, and 6 of subgenus C have been involved in the etiology of acute diarrhea [3]. The prevalent HAdV types 
circulating in a specific period vary between countries or regions and undergo changes over time. The shift from dominant viruses to 
new strains can occur due to the transmission of novel strains between countries. 

Viral GEs occur with similar frequencies in developed and developing countries, but seasonality differs from region to region [10]. 
Local weather factors such as temperature, relative humidity, and precipitation have been suggested as important factors in the 
dissemination and seasonality of infectious AGEs [11–13]. Despite being present on surfaces like doorknobs, items, swimming pools, 
and small lakes, adenoviruses remain resilient to common disinfectants. These infections primarily affect children more than adults, 
although they can impact individuals of any age [14]. In most cases, these infections only lead to mild symptoms and resolve on their 
own within a few days. However, individuals with weakened immune systems, especially young children, face higher risks [15]. Those 
with compromised immune systems are particularly susceptible to severe AdV sickness. In some cases, AdV infections can go unde-
tected in the tonsils, adenoids, and intestines of individuals, especially those with weakened immune systems [16]. These individuals 
can spread the virus for extended periods without exhibiting any symptoms, sometimes lasting for weeks or even months [30]. 

PCR-based techniques and the sequencing of the PCR products, allow the identification of HAdV species and genotypes. The 
occurrence of next-generation sequencing (NGS) as a research tool, to enquire into unidentified viruses, has aided in the detection of 
supposed novel pathogens and the documentation of the etiologic agents of several infections. 

Currently in Tunisia, the knowledge of the molecular epidemiology and clinical presentation of HAdV infection is lacking. Our 3- 
year study provides information regarding HAdV incidence, virological and molecular epidemiological features among AGE cases 
collected from three university hospitals that receive patients from the center and the central coast of Tunisia. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. collection of fecal samples, DNA extraction, and PCR 

A total of 582 Stool samples were collected between January 2014 to December 2016 from children ≤5 years of age, who sought 
university hospitals of Farhat Hached-Sousse, Sahloul-Sousse, Fattouma Bourguiba-Monastir, and the regional hospital of M’saken, 
located in central-east Tunisia, for the treatment of AGEs during the acute phase of the disease. Two to 3 g (2–3 ml) of stool were 
collected in a sterile, airtight container. These samples were sent as quickly as possible to the laboratory at room temperature. 

The search for HAdV was carried out the same day, using PCR technique, and if not, the sample was stored between +2 ◦C and 
+8 ◦C and processed within 72 h. The remainder of the sample was aliquoted into small wells and stored at − 80 ◦C for later analysis. 
Various clinical and biological data were collected during the study on standardized sheets for each patient (age, sex, date of 
admission, the reason for hospitalization, clinical signs, duration, etc.). Ethics approval for this study was obtained from the University 
Hospital of Sahloul-Sousse-Tunisia. 

Viral DNA was extracted from 450 μl of fecal suspension by using the phenol-chloroform method described by Shi SR in 2002 [17]. 
DNA was eluted in 25 μl of DNase-free water, and either immediately used or stored at − 80 ◦C until further molecular analysis. 

PCR amplification of a conserved sequence in all HAdV serotypes (Hexon gene), between base pair position 21 and position 322, 
was performed, using specific primers hex1deg 5′-GCC SCA RTG GKC WTA CAT GCA CAT C-3′ And hex2deg 5′-CAG CAC SCC ICG RAT 
GTC AAA-3′ [18]. 

The amplification reaction begins with a denaturation step at 94 ◦C for 4 min followed by 32 cycles, each of which includes a 
denaturation step at 94 ◦C for 30 s, a hybridization step at 65 ◦C for 60 s, and an elongation step at 72 ◦C for 30 s. The last cycle is 
extended by 5 min at 72 ◦C. 

The amplification products were revealed by electrophoretic migration on 2 % agarose gel. The size of the amplicons sought for 
HAdV is 301 bp. 

2.2. nucleotide sequencing and phylogenetic analysis of adenovirus 

Throughout the trial, twenty-eight positive samples were chosen randomly. The existence of a highly positive PCR result was the 
only factor used in the sample selection process (visualized by a specific band of great intensity on agarose gel).The PCR amplicons 
were purified with the innuPREP PCR pure kit (Analytik Jena, Jena, Germany) and sequenced using the dideoxynucleotide chain 
termination method with the ABI PRISM BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Reaction kit (ThermoFisher Scientific, USA) on an 
automated sequencer ABI PRISM 3100 (ThermoFisher Scientific, USA). 
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Partial nucleotide sequences of the Hexon gene obtained in this study were compared with the NCBI GenBank database (http:// 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) by using online BLAST tools to preliminarily determine the genotype. Multiple sequence alignment and 
phylogenetic analysis were conducted using MEGA software version 6.06. The phylogenetic tree was generated using the maximum- 
likelihood method and bootstrap analysis was performed with 1000 replications.  

a. Illumina sequencing: Random amplification, library preparation 

From the 28 sequenced samples, ten were chosen to be sequenced by NGS technique. 
The DNA was extracted using the QIAamp® Viral RNA Mini Kit from Qiagen according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Amplification is performed for 17 cycles using a modified Whole Transcriptome Amplification (WTA2) kit procedure (Sigma–Aldrich). 
WTA2 products were prepared for Illumina sequencing using the Nextera XT library preparation kit (Illumina). Sequencing of the 
samples was performed on Illumina NextSeq 550: Up to 800 M paired-end reads for ~80 samples. 

Raw reads were filtered and trimmed for quality and adapters using Trimmomatic [19] and assembled using SPAdes assembler 
version 3.5.0 [20]. Scaffolds were taxonomically classified using DIAMOND (sensitive option) [21], and Amino-acid alignments of the 
viral sequences were performed with MUSCLE [22]. Substitution models for maximum-likelihood phylogenetic trees were calculated 
using MEGA6.0 [23].Phylogenetic analysis was done for the selected viruses using the protein or nucleotide sequences of suitable 
conserved regions and representative members of their viral family, genus, or species. 

In this study, we focused on Adenoviridae [human mastadenovirus] from which near-complete genomes were obtained. 

2.2.1. Nucleotide sequence Accession number 
All the 28 HAdV sequences that originated from this study were submitted to GenBank. 
(Accession numbers OP078713 – OP078740). 

3. Results 

3.1. prevalence of enteric HAdV infections and coinfections 

In total, EAdV was found in fifty-two of the 582 stool samples, representing a detection rate of 8.93 % (Table 1). 
By using the NGS technique among 10 samples from these 52 positive samples in HADV, we found 6 samples that are coinfected 

with parvovirus, 2 samples with RV, 3 samples with Enterovirus, 1 with Parechovirus, 1 with Norovirus, and 1 with Sapovirus. 

3.2. age and sex distribution of adenovirus infection 

The age distribution among infants and children suffering from AdV infection is shown in Fig. 1. In this study, the population was 
divided into five age groups. 

A predominance of AdV infection was observed up to 12 months of age (29/52), especially in the age group of 6–12 months (18/ 
29). Also, we found an almost male predominance, from which E AdV infections affect boys (n = 30; 57.7 %) more than girls (n = 22; 
42.3 %). 

3.3. seasonal distribution of adenovirus infection 

Our study detected AdV infections consistently throughout the year, as depicted in Fig. 2. However, a noteworthy seasonal pattern 
emerged, with a peak occurring in autumn (September and October) for the years 2014 and 2015, and in winter (January) for the year 
2016. Likewise, we observed a significant monthly variation in AdV infections during these three years. 

3.4. molecular characterization and phylogenetic analysis of adenovirus strains 

The majority of HAdV species seem to be widespread worldwide, however, the most prevalent types vary between different 
countries or regions and change through time [24]. 

In our study, HAdV genotypes were analysed in 28 of 52 (53,84 %) positive cases, revealing that F41 (n = 14; 50 %) was the most 
prevalent genotype, followed by C2 (n = 9; 32.14 %), C5 (n = 3; 10.71 %), E4 (n = 1; 3.57 %), and A18 (n = 1; 3.57 %). 

It was also noticed that our strains had a high identity on the nucleotide level as well as on the amino acid level with corresponding 
AdV reference strains previously registered in GenBank ranging from 98 % to 100 %. 

Table 1 
Annual Distribution of HAdV Gastroenteritis in pediatric population on the central coast of Tunisia, between 2014 and 2016.   

2014 2015 2016 Total 

Number of samples 55 132 395 582 
HAdV samples detected 7 11 34 52 
% 12,70 % 8,33 % 8.61 % 8,93 %  
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A phylogenetic tree based on the partial Hexon gene was created (Fig. 3) and revealed the presence of several HAdV strains that 
were more similar to those found in Europe or Asia than in Africa. The HAdV-F41 strains displayed a high degree of similarity (98–100 
%) of nucleotide sequence to the HAdV-F41 strains reported from Japan, South Africa, and China. 

Our HAdV A18 (OP078731) and HAdV E4 (OP078714) strains were similar (100 % nucleotide similarity) to strains from the USA. 

Fig. 1. Age and Sex distribution of Enteric Adenovirus (EAdV) infections among pediatric population consulting for Acute Gastroenteritis (AGE) 
between 2014 and 2016 in the central coastal Tunisian hospitals. The study population is categorized into six age groups, ranging from 0 to 60 
months. Each age group is represented by two parallel bars: blue bars represent female patients, while orange bars represent male patients. A data 
table displays the precise count of female and male patients within each age group. F: Female; M: Male. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 2. Seasonal distribution of Enteric Adenovirus (EAdV) infections during 2014, 2015, and 2016 in the pediatric population seeking medical 
consultation for Acute Gastroenteritis (AGE) in the central coastal Tunisian hospitals. Data are plotted as % of adeno-positive samples from the 
number of samples tested each month separately. 
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The HAdV C2 and C5 strains in this study were closely related. These strains were compared (98 %–100 nucleotide similarity) to 
strains from China, the USA, and Germany. 

We noticed also that other types of HAdV (C1 and C6) detected in Argentine and the USA, were closely related to our C5 and C2 
strains and located in the same cluster, suggesting possible inter-genotypic recombination among co-circulating strains in central coast 
Tunisia. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. detection rate of enteric AdVs in stool 

EAdV continues to have a significant impact on morbidity and mortality in children under the age of five, particularly in low- 
income populations living in regions with insufficient or no basic infrastructure [25]. According to previous reports, EAdV has 
been linked to sporadic infections and outbreaks of AGEs [26,27]. In Tunisia and other North African countries, there are a limited 
number of studies in regard to the incidence and molecular epidemiology of HAdV in AGE cases at a national level. 

In our study, EAdVs were found in 52 of the 582 stools tested (8.93 %). The detection rate of HAdV fluctuates periodically, we found 
that the yearly positive rate for HAdV ranged from 8.33 % to 12.70 %. A peak in the proportion of HAdV-positive cases was observed in 
2014. 

During this three-year surveillance, it was interesting to notice that the annual HAdV detection rate in the population aged between 
0 and 60 months was significantly higher than that found in two Tunisian studies carried out between 2003 and 2007 (2.3 %) [28], and 
between 2002 and 2005 (6 %) [29], and in other work done in Bangladesh (2.8 %) [30] and Argentina (1.5 %) [31], as well as in recent 
work in Taiwan (2.5 %) [32], the Czech Republic (5 %) [33], Tanzania (3.5 %) [34], and in France (5 %) [35]. However, this rate is 
lower than those found in Germany (14 %) [36], the United Kingdom (15 %) [37], Australia (21 %) [38], Brazil (16 %) [39], Turkey 
(26.2 %) [40], and Saudi Arabia (15.5 %) [41]. 

Yet, our results are comparable to the other studies where HAdV rates were around 7.0 % from Aurangabad, 7.5 % from Nagpur, 
9.0 % from Pune, India [42], 7.1 % from Shanghai, 8 % from Japan [27], 7.1 % from Korea [43], and 7.2 % from Thailand [44]. 

These data show that EAdV has an incidence that varies from one region to another, but remains among the main etiological agents 
in viral GE from children all over the world. 

4.2. Age and Sex distribution 

4.2.1. age distribution 
According to the values reported by our study, a significant association between age and the occurrence of infection was observed. 

Infections with EAdV mainly concerned children under 12 months of age (n = 29/52; 55.7 %), with extremes ranging from 0 to 6 
months (18/29). 

From the literature, HAdV was detected mainly in infants aged ≤12 months old [30,42,45]. 
The development of a somewhat efficient immune system during childhood is most likely to be responsible for this result. Some 

epidemiological statistics, in previous studies, showed that the majority of primary HAdV infections occur within the first 5 years of life 
due to a lack of humoral immunity [24,46]. However, the multitude of types (more than 100 in humans) means that we can have GEs 
repeatedly. 

4.2.2. sex distribution 
Our results show that the proportion of boys with AGE caused by HAdV is predominant (55.76 %) comparing to the girls (44.23 %). 

These data are in perfect agreement with the previous studies described in Indonesia [47], Tanzania [34], Bangladesh [30], and 
Northern-Western Nigeria [48]. In contrast, in a study carried out in Thailand, there was an equal distribution between the two sexes 
[44]. 

According to previous reports, males frequently mount a weak immune response to viral infection when compared to females, due 
to physiological differences between the two sexes that may lead to weaker immune responses in males when facing viral infections, in 
comparison to females [49]. 

4.3. seasonal distribution 

The incidence of HAdV infections was noted in almost every month of the year, as it is shown in Fig. 2, with a peak in autumn (2014 
and 2015) and winter (2016) which corresponded to the rainy seasons in Tunisia. Longitudinal studies would be needed to determine 
the exact seasonality of HAdV infections. 

Fig. 3. Phylogenetic analysis of 23 partial sequences of the hexon gene (301 nucleotides) and 5 complete genomes of adenovirus type 41, 2, 5, 4, 
and type 18 collected in the coastal region of Tunisia from 2014 to 2016. The nucleotide sequences were aligned using Blast. The tree topology was 
built according to the maximum-likelihood method using the MEGA software version 6.06. The scale bars represent the frequency of nucleotide 
substitutions. The accuracy of the tree was assessed by 1000 bootstrap replicates. Only Bootstrap values > 50 % are presented. Tunisian sequences 
are indicated by a black triangle (▴). 
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As reported in other studies, the frequency of E AdV infection was sporadic during the winter months [45,50–52], and diarrheal 
outbreaks due to E AdV infection were reported to occur from November to January [27,53]. 

In a 2014 research, Lion T et al. revealed that most HAdV outbreaks were detected in immunocompetent patients throughout the 
winter and early spring, whereas infections in immunocompromised patients occur all year [24]. 

4.4. distribution of human adenovirus genotype and phylogenetic analysis 

The distribution of HAdV genotypes is variable, depending on geographical, environmental, and meteorological characteristics. 
Certain strains may have a larger pandemic potential than others [54]. In Tunisia, there is limited information about the specific types 
of HAdV genotypes circulating in relation to AGE. In general, AGE is commonly linked to being infected with enteric AdV-40 and -41, 
along with instances of AdV-12, -18, and − 31 [55], as well as AdV-52(54). Moreover, AdV-5, -31, − 34, − 35, and − 39 have been 
identified as causative agents in infections among individuals with weakened immune systems, such as those who have undergone 
hematopoietic stem cell or solid organ transplantation [56]. Cases of hepatitis have been associated with infection by serotypes 1 to 3, 
5, and 7 [57]. 

The characterization and comparison of HAdV circulating may provide a key to understand the spread of HAdV in the community. 
To identify HAdV genotypes and assess the genetic link between the 28 HAdV strains discovered in this study, and other HAdV strains 
previously reported worldwide, a phylogenetic tree of the partial Hexon gene [301bp] was created (Fig. 3). HAdV strains diverged into 
various genotypic clusters revealing the circulation of 5 genotypes of HAdV (F41, C2, C5, E4, and A18). 

The overall nucleotide sequence identities of the HAdV strains obtained were extremely comparable to each other and HAdV strains 
previously reported from the USA, Japan, and Germany. 

Of the 5 genotypes, HAdV-F41 and HAdV-C2 were the most predominant genotype, followed by HAdV-C5, HAdV-E4, and HAdV- 
A18. This result concord with that found in a study done in Thailand where the genotypes F41 and C2 were dominant [44]. 

Interestingly, the HAdV-F41 and HAdV-C2 genotypes were detected in every year of our study period, with a predominance of 
HAdV type F41 during 2014 and 2015; and a predominance of HAdV type C2 in 2016; but HAdV-C5 and A18 were detected only in 
2016 (Fig. 4). 

We noticed from Fig. 3 that the group HAdV-C shows an intermixing of HAdV-5 and HAdV-2 samples from GenBank. this issue may 
be partially attributed to the use of only Hexon sequences, which might not provide sufficient signal to accurately distinguish the 
samples. Therefore, we plan to include the study of the fiber and penton genes in our future research to enhance adenovirus detection. 

The involvement of HAdV-F in the etiology of AGE has been shown worldwide, with the predominance of type 41 [58–61]. 
Adenovirus type F41 is a frequent cause of severe diarrhea and diarrhea-related fatalities among young children worldwide. 
Gastroenteritis resulting from adenovirus F41 can be life-threatening and often leads to hospitalization. The symptoms of acute 
gastroenteritis caused by this specific adenovirus type are similar to those caused by other viruses. In other previous reports, a pre-
dominance of HAdV-41 over HAdV-40 has been shown [27,28,45,53,62,63], and in a recent study conducted in sub-Saharan Africa 
and South Asian countries to assess the impact of AGEs on children in developing countries, HAdV-F type 40 and 41 were listed among 
the viruses causing moderate to severe diarrhea [64]. However, in our study, we didn’t detect the F40 type, which is unexpected. 

Around this time, EAdV tends to have newer genotypes relative to the previous ones. Furthermore, the emergence of new genotypes 
is associated with the prevalence of new pathogens [44,65]. 

Fig. 4. Distribution of different genotypes (F41, C2, C5, E4, and A18) of Human Adenoviruses (HAdV), detected over three years of study 
(2014–2016), in children under 5 years old, consulting for acute gastroenteritis (AGE) in the central coastal Tunisian hospitals. 
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4.5. coinfections rate 

Co-infections are more commonly thought of as viruses from different viral families mediating simultaneous infection, but they can 
also include concurrent infections by multiple viral strains or species of the same viral genus. A dual infection can be explained by the 
fact that, during a specific AGE episode, several viruses continue to be excreted, while another virus causes acute disease. Children with 
co-infection involving other pathogens are particularly at a heightened risk of experiencing severe illness [66]. 

By using the NGS technique on ten samples, we demonstrated that mixed infections with two or more viruses were present. Among 
these 10 HAdV-positive samples, 2 samples were coinfected by RV, 6 samples with Parvovirus, 3 samples with Enterovirus,1 with 
Norovirus, 1 with Parechovirus, and 1 with Sapovirus. 

By using the PCR technique, in another study conducted in our laboratory (surveillance of RV [67]) in our 582 samples, HAdV/RV 
coinfection was detected in 6 samples. This type of coinfection has been described in other studies on the viral etiology of pediatric GEs 
[39,68,69]. 

5. Conclusion 

The retrospective study provides baseline data about the prevalence and molecular characterization of EAdV serotypes that causes 
infantile AGE cases from Tunisia. To sum up, our research emphasizes that human adenovirus is prevalent within the community and 
serves as a significant cause of acute gastroenteritis, leading to a substantial disease burden among children under the age of five years. 
We revealed that non-enteric AdV (C2, C5, E4, A18) may also play an important role in gastroenteritis in this region in addition to the 
enteric types (F41), emphasising the importance of regular surveillance of circulating genotypes. Given the diversity of the strains 
identified, Genome sequencing has become necessary for very precise identification. 

While this study may not fully depict the actual scenario of adenoviral gastroenteritis in Tunisia, it still manages to draw the interest 
of healthcare professionals. This has led to a call for organized and extensive epidemiological surveys in order to gain a thorough 
understanding of the true disease landscape in Tunisia. Such efforts are crucial for implementing timely interventions to address the 
issue effectively. 
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